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With increased prominence comes increased public, regulatory and judicial scrutiny. US regulators, 
complaining of a crypto wild west, are likely to obtain new powers from Congress, no doubt assisted by 
stories such as that of the ‘white hat’ hacker who in August 2021 stole $600m in crypto-currency from Poly 
Network (only to return it for a $500,000 bounty after communicating in public via the Ethereum blockchain). 
Decentralised finance providers may claim that ‘smart contracts’ govern relations between participants in a 
transfer, but the legal issues are complex in the English jurisdiction and elsewhere. 

A threshold question is how to identify and pursue a defendant. 

The English courts have developed techniques to assist over the last 5 years. The decision in AB Bank Ltd 
v Abu Dhabi Commercial Bank PJSC [2016] EWHC 2082 (Comm) clarifies the circumstances in which a 
Norwich Pharmacal order (NPO) can be made to obtain information from somebody mixed up in wrongdoing 
to enable the proper defendant to be identified or to plead a claim. The Bangladeshi claimant bank in that case, 
the alleged victim of fraud, paid money into the defendant UAE bank. The money was paid on to an unknown 
party. The English court ultimately held that the claimant/applicant failed to show that its application for the 
order fell within one of the “jurisdictional gateways” provided in CPR Practice Direction 6B at 6B.3.1 so as to 
enable the English court to act. (If there is no way forward in the court of the country of the target provider 
of information, then identification of a place of business in England and Wales and acts in this jurisdiction 
needed to respond to an order will assist.)

In England and Wales, a Bankers Trust order (BTO) is available in clear cases of fraud to enable a claimant to 
obtain information from a bank in order to trace assets. English courts have recognised Bitcoin as a form of 
property which can be subject to a proprietary injunction to assist in this context (AA v Persons Unknown 
[2019] EWHC 3556 (Comm)). The court in Ion Science Ltd v Persons Unknown and others (unreported), 21 
December 2020 (County Court) granted a proprietary injunction, worldwide freezing order and ancillary 
disclosure order against persons unknown, along with a Bankers Trust order against the parent companies 
of two cryptocurrency exchanges, in a cryptocurrency initial coin offering (ICO) fraud claim. There was a 
serious issue to be tried as to whether English law applied, on the basis that the damage had occurred in 
England. Relying on Professor Andrew Dickinson in David Fox and Sarah Green, Cryptocurrencies in Public 
and Private Law (OUP Oxford, 2019), paragraph 5.108, the lex situs of the cryptoasset was arguably the place 
where the person or company who owns it is domiciled. 

The latest decision, in Fetch.ai Ltd and another v Persons Unknown Category A and others [2021] EWHC 
2254 (Comm) (15 July 2021) (unreported), explains the approach to “persons unknown” when applying 
to the English court for worldwide freezing orders, in part to prevent innocent recipients from risking 
breaching court orders. The court granted alternative service orders and a proprietary injunction, worldwide 
freezing order and ancillary disclosure order against persons unknown, a Bankers Trust order against the 
cryptocurrency exchange (a company registered in the Cayman Islands) and a BTO and NPO against a related 
company in the UK, Binance Markets Limited. The decision further illustrates how the English courts apply 
orders and injunctions where claimants are subjected to imaginative cryptocurrency fraud. The persons 
unknown hacked and gained access to cryptocurrencies, which were maintained by Fetch.ai with Binance, 
and sold them to third parties. Binance had an opaque structure presenting difficulties in determining the 
identity of the entity which transfers cryptocurrencies. The English courts nevertheless ordered Binance to 
assist with tracking the persons unknown and recover the stolen assets. 

Clearly it is not just intentional wrongdoers who can be hard to pin down in the cryptosphere. Binance, which 
is the largest online exchange for crypto dealing, operates through a complex global structure without formal 
headquarters. Its website states that it is “a safe and secure platform to buy and sell cryptocurrencies quickly 
using our streamlined buy/sell process”. That is all well and good when the system works, but was not the user 
experience on 19 May this year when markets crashed following an announcement that Chinese regulators 
intended to crack down on the use of cryptocurrencies. The exchange was deluged with activity which caused 
crashes and delays in processing user instructions. As a result large numbers of investors were unable to 
close out their positions at the start of the rout. Others were locked in and had crypto futures liquidated 
automatically by the software as they were unable to increase their collateral to ride out the storm. In each 
case investors claim losses as result of the defective interface which Binance is not taking seriously. Class 
actions are gathering for arbitral proceedings in the Hong Kong International Arbitration Centre, but given 
the almost virtual nature of the business itself, how easily any successful award can be enforced around the 
world under the New York Convention remains to be seen. Meanwhile, the UK’s FCA has said it is “not capable” 
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of effectively supervising Binance and its cryptocurrency products despite “significant risk to consumers”.

Finally, it is worth mentioning Blockchain Optimization S.A.and Petrochemical Logistics Ltd v LFE Market Ltd [2020] 
EWHC 2027 (Comm) which concerned a start-up cryptocurrency platform, London Football Exchange. The 
case concerned cryptocurrency assets lost through a cryptoasset project set up by the start-up platform, said 
to have been unsuccessful owing to commercial reasons rather than dishonesty. The judge noted that though 
cryptocurrencies have attracted fraud, many honest start-ups are small with unsophisticated operators and 
when fraud allegations are made by disappointed investors making such high-risk investments, this should 
be taken into account. However, in continuing the freezing order and refusing the defendants’ applications 
to limit the claim, this suggests a continuation of the courts’ tough approach to suspected investment fraud 
in relation to cryptoasset schemes.
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